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Abstract
This paper is a quantum version of Pranata (J. Algebra 145 (1992) 263). We construct and
classify Dixmier algebras which are overdomains of quotients of quantized enveloping algebras
by minimal primitive ideals. The results are very similar to the classical case, except that there
are multiple quantum versions of a single classical Dixmier algebra. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B37
1. Introduction and denitions
This paper is a quantum version of [5]. Speci;cally, we will de;ne a quantum
Dixmier algebra (following [2]), then classify the completely prime Dixmier algebras
with largest dimensions. This has been done for quantum sl(2) in [6]; here we extend
the results to other semisimple quantum algebras. Material on Dixmier algebras in the
classical case can be found in [4,7], among others. Material on quantized enveloping
algebras can be found in e.g., [2,3]. We will use [2] as our main reference; most of
the unproven statements about quantum groups can be found there.
The theory of Dixmier algebras in the quantum case is similar to the classical case:
most of the results transfer without too much di>culty. The main quantum phenomenon
is the appearance of many quantum versions of one classical Dixmier algebra, a result
which arise from the existence of nontrivial one-dimensional modules in the quantum
case.
We start by de;ning what quantum Dixmier algebras are; we will then determine
the possible bimodule structures for these objects; ;nally, in the ;nal section we will
put together these bimodules to make up quantum Dixmier algebras.
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The quantum algebras we work with are the ones described in [2]; the notations used
here will mostly follow that book. The base ;eld is k(q); where q is an indeterminate
and k is an algebraically closed ;eld of characteristic zero.  denotes the set of simple
roots of a semi-simple Lie algebra g with respect to a Cartan subalgebra h; Q denotes
the root lattice Z; while the weight lattice is denoted by P.
The quantum algebra Uq(g) (abbreviated as U ) is the Hopf algebra over k(q)
generated by elements e	; f	 (	∈ ) and t (∈P) satisfying the relations
tt = t+ (thus t0 = 1);
te	t
−1
 = q
(;	)e	; tf	t
−1
 = q
−(;	)f	;
e	f − fe	 = 	; t	 − t
−1
	
q(	;	)=2 − q−(	;	)=2
(where 	; is the usual Kronecker delta), as well as the quantum Serre relations, which
are complicated enough that we do not bother to write them down (we never have to
use it explicitly in what follows—see [2, 5.1.1 (vi)] for an explicit formula).
Note that our algebra is the “simply connected” version of a quantum algebra,
denoted by KU in [2]. This version has the advantage of preserving desirable prop-
erties of the classical enveloping algebras, so their Dixmier algebras are closer to their
classical counterparts.
We also have the Hopf operations (coproduct ; counit ; and antipode &) on U :
(t)= t ⊗ t; (e	)= e	 ⊗ t−1	 + 1⊗ e	; (f	)− f	 ⊗ 1 + t	 ⊗ f	;
(e	)= (f	)= 0; (e	)= (f	)= 0;
&(e	)=− e	t	; &(f	)=− t−1	 f	; &(t)= t−:
The coproduct makes it possible to de;ne the adjoint action ad u (u∈U ) on U : (ad u)(a)
=
∑
u(1)a&(u(2)) in Sweedler notation. We de;ne F(U ) to be the set of elements of
U on which the adjoint action is locally ;nite: F(U )= {u∈U | dim(adU )u¡∞}. It
turns out that F(U ) is not a Hopf subalgebra of U; but it is a left coideal. (This is
important for compatibility, described below.) The local ;niteness of the adjoint action
on F(U ) makes F(U ) the appropriate quantum analog of the classical enveloping
algebra.
Let H be an F(U ) bimodule equipped with a compatible adU action, i.e., uh=∑
((ad u(1))h)u(2) for all u∈F(U ); h∈H . An example would be F(U ) itself, or a
quotient of F(U ) by an ideal invariant under the adjoint action (these examples of
compatibility work precisely because F(U ) is a left coideal). The bimodule H is said
to be Harish–Chandra if
• As an adU module, H is a direct sum of ;nite-dimensional simple modules, with
each simple module occurring with ;nite multiplicity.
• As both a left and a right F(U ) module, the annihilator of H in Z(U ) (the center
of U ) has ;nite codimension in Z(U ).
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Note that this de;nition is somewhat more general than that found in [2]: there the
;nite-dimensional modules are required to have weights in Q; but here we allow any
;nite-dimensional module to appear. The theory is more interesting in this more general
setting, but it does require us to make some adjustments to results in [2]. For example,
it is no longer true that the F(U )-bimodule structure determines the adU -module
structure: two Harish–Chandra bimodules could be isomorphic as F(U )-bimodules but
not isomorphic as adU modules. We will address this problem in due course.
Denition. Let I be a primitive ideal of F(U ) invariant under the adjoint action of U .
A quantum Dixmier algebra is an overalgebra of F(U )=I which is Harish–Chandra as
an F(U )-bimodule.
In this paper, the primitive ideal I will always be the annihilator of a Verma module,
i.e., I is a minimal primitive ideal.
When I is the annihilator of a Verma module, it is automatically invariant under the
adjoint action and F(U )=I is a domain—in fact, a completely prime Dixmier algebra
(see [2, 8.3.11]). Thus, it makes sense to look for completely prime overrings of
F(U )=I; the object of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
Before we proceed, we need to recall and de;ne some more notation.
If 	 is a root, we write 	∨:=2	=(	; 	); as usual. The fundamental weights are
denoted by !	 (	∈ ); for 	; ∈ ; they satisfy (!	; ∨)= 	;. Then P=
∑
Z!	.
Write Q+ =
∑
	∈N	 and P+ =
∑
	∈N!	.
Recall that the Weyl group W acts on elements of h∗. It is useful to de;ne the
translated action of W : for w∈W and ∈ h∗; we de;ne w:=w( +  ) −  ; where
 =
∑
	∈ !	; as usual.
Let S denote the group consisting of all possible group homomorphisms P →
{+1;−1}. Then S is isomorphic to Zl2 where l= ||. The ;nite-dimensional simple
U -modules are parametrized by S × P+.
The set T = {t: ∈P} ⊂ U is a multiplicative version of P; it is an abelian group.
The collection of group homomorphisms T∧ from T to k(q)× provides us with possible
weights of U -modules, in the following sense. Suppose M is a U -module and $ is an
element of T∧. Then m∈M is an element of weight $ if tm=$(t)m for all ∈P.
If $(t)= q(;) for some ∈ h∗; then we write $= q.
Note that T∧ itself is a group (with multiplication de;ned pointwise); it contains a
subgroup isomorphic to S which we also denote by S. The weights of ;nite-dimensional
simple U -modules are always of the form &q for some &∈ S; ∈P.
We can transfer the action of the Weyl group to T∧: if w∈W and $∈T∧; then
(w$)(t)=$(tw−1). It is easy to check that w(q)= qw. We de;ne the translated
action of the Weyl group on T∧ in analogy with the translated action of W on
h∗:w:$=w($q )q− . Then w:q = qw:.
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The translated action of W on T∧ is useful in discussing primitive ideals because
of the following result. Let M ($) denote the Verma module whose highest weight is
$. Then I($) := AnnF(U ) M ($) is a minimal primitive ideal; and I($)= I($′) if and
only if w:$= &$′ for some &∈ S and w∈W .
For any $∈T∧; de;ne W$ = {w∈W |w$= &$q for some &∈ S; ∈Q}; similarly
de;ne also W ′$ = {w∈W |w$= &$q for some &∈ S; ∈P}. We could equivalently
replace the Weyl group action in the above de;nitions with the translated action. A
straightforward calculation shows that W$ and W ′$ are subgroups of W .
Suppose w∈W ′$ and w:$= &$q with &∈ S and ∈P. De;ne a map ' :W ′$ → P=Q
by '(w)= +Q. It is straightforward to check that ' is a group homomorphism and
its kernel is W$. Thus, we can think of W ′$=W$ as a subgroup of P=Q. W
′
$=W$ is going
to play an important role later on: our Dixmier algebras will be graded by this group.
If $= q; then as in the classical case W$ is generated by the reNections s	 it
contains. This is generally not true for an arbitrary $. However, the theory becomes
considerably easier if $ satis;es the above condition. Thus, we make the following
de;nition and convention.
Denition. $∈T∧ is “semi-classical” if W$ is generated by the reNections it contains.
In this paper $ will always be semi-classical.
Recall that we want to construct overalgebras of F(U )=I($); but recall also that
I($)= I(&w:$) for any w∈W; &∈ S. In other words, we can always replace $ by
&w:$. So in the convention above we are implicitly making the claim that $ is
semi-classical if and only if &w:$ is semi-classical. Because W$ =W&$ and Ww:$ =
wW$w−1; it is not too hard to verify this implicit claim.
It is stated above that q is semi-classical, but these are not the only semi-classical
elements of T∧. For example, if $ has no torsion, then it is semi-classical. See [3,
A.1.16, Corollary (ii)].
Here is a consequence of $ being semi-classical. For any $;$′ in T∧; de;ne
an order 6 in the usual way: $6$′ iO $′=$q with ∈Q+. De;ne T$ to be
{$′ ∈ S(W:$) |$′=$q); )∈Q}—in other words, all weights which have the same
in;nitesimal character as $ and congruent modulo Q to $.
Lemma 1. If $ is semi-classical; then T$ behaves as expected: there is exactly one
maximal element in T$ (the dominant weight) and there is one minimal element in
T$ (the antidominant weight); where the ordering is as described above.
Proof. Let R$ be the set of roots 	 such that there exists a &	 ∈ S with &	s	:$=$q)
()∈Q). Then R$ forms a root system. Since $ is semi-classical, the Weyl group of
R$ is W$.
Let us see what the equation &	s	:$=$q) implies. Rewriting, we get s	($q )=
&	$q q). Apply both sides to t!; where !∈P. The left-hand side is equal to ($q )(ts	!)
=($q )(t!−(!;	∨)	)=($q )(t!)($q )(t	)−(!;	
∨); while on the other hand, the right-hand
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side is equal to &	(t!)($q )(t!)q();!). We thus get the equality
($q )(t	)−(!;	
∨) = &	(!)q();!):
If ! is orthogonal to 	; we get &	(!)q();!) = 1; thus we must have (); !)= 0 (and
&	(!)= 1). Therefore ) is orthogonal to everything that is orthogonal to 	; and so )
is proportional to 	. Since ) is in Q; we must have )=− n		; where n	 is an integer.
We can ;nd a ∈ h∗ such that (+ ; 	∨)= n	 for all 	∈R$. The calculation above
shows that (&	s	:$)($)−1 = q−n		 = qs	:−. By induction on the length of w we can
show that there exists a &∈ S such that
(&w:$)($)−1 = qw:−
for all w∈W$. Classically, there is exactly one maximal element and one minimal
element in W$:. The equation above shows that corresponding situation holds true for
T$.
This state of aOairs is desirable because it implies that all Verma modules with
highest weight in T$ have the same irreducible submodule (see the corollary below).
To see this, we ;rst need to describe how Verma modules are embedded in each
other. The general case could get complicated, but in our situation the embeddings are
straightforward analogs of the classical case.
Lemma 2. Let 	 be a positive root; and suppose &s	:$=$q− for some &∈ S and
∈Q+. Then M ($q−) is a submodule of M ($).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, we can show that = n	; where n is a positive
integer. The ;rst displayed equation in the previous proof becomes
($q )(t	)−(!;	
∨) = &	(!)q−(n	;!):
To prove the lemma, we use the criterion in [2, 4.4.9]: if ($q )(t2	)= qn(	;	); then
M ($q−n	) is a submodule of M ($). Choose ! such that (!; 	∨)= 1. (Such an !
exists because any basis of the root system can be conjugated to include 	.) Then the
displayed equation above becomes ($q )(t	)= &(!)qn(!;	). Squaring both sides gives
($q )(t2	)= qn(!;2	) since &(!)2 = 1. Since 2	=(	; 	)	∨; we can rewrite the equation
as ($q )(t2	)= qn(	;	); which is exactly what is required by the criterion mentioned
above.
Applying this lemma repeatedly to Verma modules of the form M ($′) where $′ ∈T$;
we get the following corollary, which is well known in the classical case.
Corollary 3. Suppose $ is semi-classical and $ is maximal in its Weyl group orbit.
Then the Verma modules M ($′); $′ ∈T$; are all submodules of M ($): Consequently;
there is exactly one irreducible Verma module among the M ($′):
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Proof. Every $′ in T$ is of the form &w:$, where &∈ S and w∈W$; Since $ is
maximal, we have $′6$. Applying the lemma repeatedly gives us the ;rst statement
of the lemma. Since Verma modules have a unique irreducible submodule, the second
statement follows immediately.
3. Structure of quantum Dixmier algebras
In this section we begin investigating the Dixmier algebras themselves. Notationally,
A denotes a completely prime Dixmier algebra containing a copy of F(U )=I($), where
I($)=AnnF(U ) M ($). We usually write AU to denote F(U )=I($). We also usually
choose $ to be maximal in T$, so M ($) is a projective Verma module. Note that AU
does not completely determine $; there could be several maximal weights that produce
the same primitive ideal.
As in [6, Section 5], there is one possibility for A which we wish to take care of
immediately. A (in fact, AU ) contains a copy of the ground ;eld k(q); if we adjoin
algebraic elements to k(q), then we have enlarged AU , but we do not get anything
essentially diOerent: we have just extended the ground ;eld. So we might as well
work over the algebraic closure of k(q).
With this assumption in mind, we start by investigating the center of A. Note that any
element in the center generate the trivial module under the adjoint action; conversely,
if an element generate the trivial module, then it is central. We begin by describing
the center of AU . The proof is exactly the same as the proof of [6, Lemma 5:1].
Lemma 4. AU has a trivial center. Its ring of fractions also has a trivial center.
Proof. Suppose z is in the center of AU . Then z; z2; z3; : : : are all generators of the
trivial module under the adjoint action. Since the multiplicity of the trivial module
in AU is ;nite, there must exist an integer n and scalars ci ∈ k(q) such that anzn +
an−1zn−1+· · ·+c0 = 0. Algebraic closure now implies that z is also an element of k(q).
Now AU is a Noetherian domain, so its ring of fractions exist and is just X−1AU ,
where X is the set of nonzero elements of AU . Moreover, AU is a primitive ring, hence
the center of its ring of fractions is also trivial.
The same proof implies that the center of A is also trivial. We want more than this,
however; it turns out to be necessary to determine the center of the ring of fractions
of A. Since A is ;nitely generated over AU , its ring of fractions is just X−1A.
Lemma 5. The center of X−1A is trivial.
Proof. Suppose z is in the center of X−1A. Since X−1A is ;nitely generated over
X−1AU , we can ;nd a minimal integer m and elements ai ∈X−1AU such that
zm + am−1zm−1 + · · · a0 = 0:
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Multiply by x∈X−1AU on the left-hand side and then on the right-hand side, and
;nd the diOerence of the two resulting expressions. We get
(xam−1 − am−1x)zm−1 + (xam−2 − am−2x)zm−2 + · · · (xa0 − a0x)= 0;
which implies (by choice of m) that each ai commutes with X−1AU , i.e., each ai is in
the center of X−1AU . But this center consists of scalars only (because AU is primitive),
so z satis;es an algebraic equation, and hence itself is a scalar.
Having ;gured out the center of A, we now investigate the bimodule structure of
A. We ;rst show that A can be graded by P=Q × S. (Recall that S is the group of
homomorphisms P → {+1;−1}.)
Suppose A is any Dixmier algebra (so A does not have to be completely prime, or
contain a copy of AU ). For each ∈P and each &∈ S, de;ne A;& = {a∈A | ad(t)a=
&()q(;)a for all ∈P}—the (; &)-weight space of A. It is straightforward to verify
that F(U )A;&F(U ) ⊆
∑
	∈Q A+	;& and (adU )A;& ⊆
∑
	∈Q A+	;&. Thus, the sum∑
	∈Q A+	;& is an F(U )-subbimodule of A invariant under the adjoint action. For
each 2∈P=Q, therefore, we can de;ne A2;& as
∑
∈2 A;&. Then each A2;& is a Harish–
Chandra subbimodule of A, A is the direct sum of all the diOerent A2;&S , and A2;&A2′ ;&′ ⊆
A2+2′ ;&&′ . In particular, A0;1 is a subalgebra of A.
We recall more notation from [2]. If M and N are U modules, then de;ne F(M;N )
to be the ad ;nite part of Hom(M;N ):
F(M;N )= {'∈ Hom(M;N ) | dim(adU )'¡∞}:
Then F(M;N ) has a natural bimodule structure: for u; v∈F(U ) and '∈F(M;N ); u'v
is the map that sends m∈M to u'(vm). It also has a compatible adU action: if u∈U ,
then (ad u)'= u(1)'&(u(2)).
These types of bimodules will play an important part: our Dixmier algebras will be
isomorphic, as Harish–Chandra bimodules, to F(M ($); M) for some M . Right now we
recall that AU =F(M ($); M ($)). See [2, Theorem 8:3:9].
Now suppose A is one of our Dixmier algebras. In particular, A contains a copy of
(F(U )=I($). Then the left and right annihilators of A contains I($), so A belongs to
the categoryH5($) of Harish–Chandra bimodules whose right annihilator contains I($),
as described in [2, 8.4.1]. (Actually, our H5($) is a slightly larger category because of
the way we de;ned Harish–Chandra bimodules.)
We digress for a moment to discuss some properties of the category H5($). This fol-
lows [2, Section 8:4], quite closely, but our slightly more general de;nition of Harish–
Chandra bimodules necessitates a short explanation. Given any object H in H5($),
de;ne T′H =H ⊗F(U ) M ($). Note that T′H is naturally a (left) F(U ) module, but
it is also a U module via u(h⊗m)= (ad u(1)h)⊗u(2)m. We can show easily (using the
compatibility on H of the bimodule and adjoint actions) that this U module structure
is simply an extension of the natural F(U ) module structure: if u∈F(U ), then the
natural structure gives u(h⊗m)= uh⊗m=(ad u(1)h)u(2)⊗m=ad u(1)h⊗ u(2)m, which
is consistent with our de;nition of the U module structure.
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We can now imitate the proof of Proposition 8:4:4 in [2] to show that H is isomor-
phic to F(M ($);T′H) as Harish–Chandra bimodules, i.e., there is an isomorphism
between them that not only respects the F(U ) bimodule structure but also the adU
structure. The proof uses Frobenius reciprocity
HomF(U )−−F(U )(H; F(M ($); N ))→ HomF(U )(H ⊗F(U ) M ($); N );
in our setting we have to show that if  :H → F(M ($); N ) respects not just the
F(U ) bimodule structure but also the adjoint structure, then the corresponding mor-
phism F is not just an F(U ) module map but is in fact a U module map. This is a
straightforward calculation: F (h⊗m) is equal to  (h)(m), so if u∈U , then F (u(h⊗
m))=F ((ad u(1))h⊗u(2)m)=  ((ad u(1))h)(u(2)m)= (ad u(1) (h))(u(2)m)= u( (h))(m)
= uF (h⊗ m). The rest of [2, 8.4.4] now shows that H  F(M ($);T′H).
Now back to our Dixmier algebra A. Every subbimodule of A also belongs to the
category H5($); in particular, every A2;& is an object in H5($). By the discussion
above, we can ;ne U -modules M2;& such that A2;& is isomorphic to F(M ($); M2;&)
as Harish–Chandra bimodules. It turns out that not all A2;& can appear; in a sense the
group P=Q × S is too big to serve as a grading group for A. We are going to replace
it with something smaller. Recall that W ′$=W$ can be considered a subgroup of P=Q.
If w∈W ′$, write [w] for the corresponding coset in W ′$=W$.
Lemma 6. Write QW for W ′$=W$: Then A can be graded by QW × S: Speci7cally;
A=
∑
[w]∈ QW
A[w];& =
∑
[w]∈ QW
F(M ($); M[w];&);
where A[w];&A[w]′ ;&′ ⊆ A[w;w′];&&′ :
Proof. Any simple subbimodule of A2;& is of the form F(M ($); N ), where N is a
simple U -module. But the simple objects in the relevant category are quotients of
Verma modules, so N is a highest weight module. We know that I($) annihilates A
on the left, so in particular I($)F(M ($); N )= 0, which implies that I($) annihilates
N . Thus the weights of N must be of the form 7(w:$)q, where 7∈ S and ∈Q. This
implies that 2 is contained in the image of the injection W ′$=W$ → P=Q, proving the
lemma.
Write M =
∑
M[w];&. Then the Dixmier algebra A is isomorphic to F(M ($); M) as
Harish–Chandra bimodules. We now investigate what form M could take. It turns out
that M must be contained in a sum of Verma modules, but to get to that result we need
several preliminary lemmas. We start with a description of the annihilator of A=AU .
Lemma 7. Let A be a Dixmier algebra as described at the beginning of this section.
Suppose RAnn(A=AU ):={u∈F(U ) | au∈AU for all a∈A} is strictly bigger than
I($): Then A=AU :
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Proof. Let M ($′) denote the (unique) irreducible submodule of M ($). The exact
sequence
0→ M ($′)→ M ($)→ M ($)=M ($′)→ 0
produces the exact sequence
0→ F(M ($)=M ($′); M)→ F(M ($); M)→ F(M ($′); M):
The bimodule F(M ($)=M ($′); M) is therefore a subbimodule of F(M ($); M)=A.
Let I ′=Ann(M ($)=M ($′)); then I ′=I($) is a nonzero subbimodule of AU ⊆ A. We
also have F(M ($)=M ($′); M) · I ′=I($)= 0. Since A is a domain, we conclude that
F(M ($)=M ($′); M)= 0. We can therefore regard F(M ($); M) as a subbimodule of
F(M ($′); M).
Now RAnn(A=AU ) · M ($′) is a nonzero F(U )-submodule of M ($′), since by as-
sumption RAnn(A=AU ) is strictly bigger than I($), the annihilator of M ($′). But by [2,
7.1.13], M ($′) is irreducible as an F(U )-module. Thus RAnn(A=AU ) ·M ($′)=M ($′).
In particular, given any m∈M ($′), there exist r ∈RAnn(A=AU ) and m′ ∈M ($′) such
that m= rm′.
Suppose now that ' is any element of A ⊆ F(M ($′); M). We compute '(m) for
m∈M ($′). As noted above, m= rm′, so '(m)='(rm′)= ('r)(m′). But 'r is an
element of AU =F(M ($′); M ($′)), so 'r sends m′ into M ($′), i.e., ' sends m into
M ($′). Since m was arbitrary, we can conclude that ' is an element of F(M ($′);
M ($′)), i.e., '∈AU . Thus A=AU as claimed.
The lemma implies that if A =AU , then the right annihilator of A=AU must be equal
to I($). This turns out to be su>cient to restrict the possible bimodule structures of
A=AU .
Note that as a Harish–Chandra bimodule, A=AU is isomorphic to F(M ($); M=M ($)).
Having determined the annihilator of A=AU , we now determine the annihilator of
M=M ($).
Lemma 8. With notation as above; AnnM=M ($)= I($):
Proof. Assume that the annihilator J of M=M ($) is strictly larger than I($). As in
the lemma above, we have the exact sequence
0→ F(M ($)=M ($′); M=M ($))→ F(M ($); =M=M ($))→ F(M ($′); M=M ($));
where M ($′) is the irreducible Verma module inside M ($). The assumption on J
means that the Gelfand–Kirillov dimension of M=M ($) is smaller than that of M ($′),
hence by [2, 8.2.5], the bimodule F(M ($′); M=M ($)) is zero.
We therefore have the isomorphism F(M ($)=M ($′); M=M ($))F(M ($); M=M ($)),
i.e., all maps in F(M ($); M=M ($)) is zero when restricted to M ($′).
Now JM ($) is a submodule of M ($) and hence contains M ($′). If ' is an element
of F(M ($); M=M ($)) and u is an element of J , then for any m∈M ($), we have
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('u)(m)='(um)∈'(M ($′))= 0, i.e., J is contained in the right annihilator of A=AU .
This contradicts the previous lemma. We conclude that J = I($).
We now have enough information to determine the graded pieces of A. It is easiest
;rst to investigate the piece corresponding to the identity.
Lemma 9. Recall the notation in Lemma 6: Then A1;1 =AU :
Proof. Recall that A1;1 is by itself a completely prime Dixmier algebra. For this proof
write A=A1;1. As before, we can write A=F(M ($); M); the assumption of A now
implies that the weights of M (and thus of M=M ($)) are of the form $q where ∈Q.
We want to show that M =M ($). The proof is by contradiction.
So suppose M=M ($) =0. Let M ′ be an irreducible submodule of M=M ($). We
know that M ′ is a quotient of a Verma module; since its annihilator is exactly I($)
by Lemma 8, it cannot be a proper quotient; so M ′ must be a Verma module itself.
Its highest weight must be in the (translated) Weyl group orbit of $ and must be
of the form $q where ∈Q, i.e., must be in T$. Thus M ′ is isomorphic to M ($′),
where $′ is the minimal element in T$. Note that M ($′) is also the unique irreducible
submodule of M ($).
Let MB be a minimal submodule of M that contains M ($). The discussion above
shows that MB=M ($) is isomorphic to M ($′). Write B=F(M ($); MB); it is an F(U )-
bimodule containing AU with B=AU isomorphic to F(M ($); M ($′)). Going to the frac-
tion ring we have X−1B=X−1A  X−1(B=AU )  X−1F(M ($); M ($′))  X−1A.
Now let b be an element of X−1B such that its coset Qb in X−1B=X−1AU corresponds
to the element 1 in X−1A. Thus Qb generate the trivial module under the adjoint action,
which implies that Qb commutes with AU and hence with X−1AU . Therefore xb −
bx∈X−1AU for all x∈X−1AU .
Since X−1A is ;nitely generated over X−1AU , there exists a minimal integer m and
ai ∈X−1AU such that
bm + am−1bm−1 + · · ·+ a0 = 0:
Multiply on the left-hand side by x and then on the right-hand side by x and subtract.
We get an expression of lower degree, with leading term (m(xb − bx) + (xam−1 −
am−1x)bm−1. Since we chose m to be minimal, we must have x(mb+ am−1)− (mb+
am−1)x=0 for all x∈X−1AU . Thus mb+ am−1 generate the trivial module under the
adjoint action; this implies that mb + am−1 is a scalar, which in turn implies that b
is an element of X−1AU , i.e., Qb=0—a contradiction. Thus, we have M =M ($) and
A=AU .
We now look at the other pieces of A. The bimodule structure of A1;1 has a profound
inNuence on the bimodule structure of the other pieces, mainly through the following
proposition.
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Lemma 10. Suppose A1; A2; A3 are nonzero F(U )-subbimodules of A with A1A2 ⊆ A3.
Let Mi =Ai ⊗F(U ) M ($); then Ai is isomorphic to F(M ($); Mi) as F(U )-bimodules
(see [2; 8:4:4]): Then there exists a map
> :F(M ($); M1)→ F(M2; M3)
respecting the bimodule and adjoint module structures such that a1a2 = >(a1) ◦ a2 for
all ai ∈F(M ($); Mi): Furthermore; the map > is injective.
Proof. This is the quantum version of [5, Theorem 1:4]. The proof, however, is quite
diOerent (and more e>cient).
For ai ∈A1, de;ne >(a1) to be the map that sends a2 ⊗m∈A2 ⊗F(U ) M ($)=M2 to
a1a2 ⊗ m∈A3 ⊗F(U ) M ($)=M3. It is straightforward to verify that > is well de;ned
and preserves the bimodule and adjoint module structures of the relevant objects.
If we identify Ai with F(M ($); Mi), then we can regard Ai⊗F(U )M ($) as Mi through
identifying ai⊗m with ai(m). With these identi;cations in mind, it is easy to check that
>(a1)◦a2 sends m∈M ($) to (a1a2)(m), hence proving the claim that >(a1)◦a2 = a1a2.
Finally, (ker >)A2 = 0, so primality implies that the kernal of > is zero.
We now use this lemma to ;gure out the bimodule structure of the various compo-
nents of A. Recall that we can write A as a direct sum of subbimodules A=
∑
A[w];&,
where [w]∈ QW . We have just seen that A1;1 is just F(U )=I($)=F(M ($); M (R)), i.e.,
the identity component of A cannot be very big. It turns out that the other components
cannot be very big either. Speci;cally, elements of A[w];& can all be realized as maps
between projective Verma modules. To prove this, we ;rst establish some notation.
Fix [w]∈ QW and &∈ S. Let w be any representative of [w]. Choose 7∈ S so that
($−1)(7w:$)= &q for some ∈P. (7 does not depend on the choice of w.) Then the
weights of M[w];& are of the form 7w:$q, where ∈Q.
Lemma 11. In the above situation; let $[w];& be the maximal weight in T7w:$: Then
A[w];& ⊆ F(M ($); M ($w;&)):
Proof. To simplify writing denote $[w];& by $1. Then M ($1) is a projective Verma
module with the same in;nitesimal character as M ($), so A[w]−1 ;&−1 is isomorphic
to F(M ($1); M), where M =A[w]−1 ;&−1 ⊗F(U ) M ($1). The annihilator of M must be
I($)—a strictly larger annihilator would contradict the complete primality of A. Thus
the only irreducible submodules of M are Verma modules. The weights of such a
submodule must be of the form q$ for ∈Q, and its character must be equal to
the character of M ($), i.e., its highest weight must lie in T$. Thus any irreducible
submodule of M is isomorphic to M ($′), the unique irreducible submodule of M ($).
Now let A′[w]−1 ;&−1 be a subbimodule of A[w]−1 ;&−1 isomorphic to F(M ($1); M ($
′)).
Multiplication A[w];& × A′[w]−1 ;&−1 → A1;1 =F(M ($1); M ($1)) induces an injection
A[w];& → F(M ($′); M ($1)). All that remains is to prove that F(M ($′); M ($1)) is iso-
morphic to F(M ($); M ($1)). This is done as follows. As in the proof of Lemma 7, the
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bimodule F(M ($); M ($1)) is a subbimodule of F(M ($′); M ($1)), so to prove them
isomorphic, we only need to show that they have the same multiplicities. Let M ($′1)
be the irreducible Verma module in M ($1). Then the exact sequence
0→ M ($′1)→ M ($1)→ M ($1)=M ($′1)→ 0
produces the exact sequence
0→ F(M ($′); M ($′1))→ F(M ($′); M ($1))→ F(M ($′); M ($1)=M ($′1)):
The rightmost bimodule is zero because M ($′) is irreducible with bigger Gelfand–
Kirillov dimension than that of M ($1)=M ($′1). Thus F(M ($
′); M ($′1)) is isomorphic
to F(M ($′); M ($1)).
Let E be any ;nite-dimensional U module. In order to appear in F(M ($); M ($1))
(or in F(M ($′); M ($′1))), its weights must be in &q
P . Since $1 = &q$ and $ is
dominant, [2, Proposition 8:2:4] implies that the multiplicity of E in F(M ($); M ($1))
is the dimension of the (&; q) weight space of E. (Actually, [2, Proposition 8:2:4]
is stated with &=1, but tensoring with L&, the one-dimensional module with highest
weight &, gives us the result we want.)
Let w$ be the longest element of W$ =W$1 . Then $
′= )w$.$ for some )∈ S; sim-
ilarly $′1 = )1w$.$1 for some )1 ∈ S. A quick calculation shows that $′1 = &qw$$′.
Then [2, Proposition 8:3:7(ii)] implies that the multiplicity of E in F(M ($′); M ($′1))
is the dimension of the (&; w$) weight space of E. This is equal to the multiplic-
ity of E in F(M ($); M ($1)). We conclude that F(M ($′); M ($′1)) is isomorphic to
F(M ($); M ($1)), ;nishing the proof of the proposition.
We now look at the relationship between A[w];& and A[w];&′ . (Same [w], but &′ is
possibly diOerent from &.) First we consider the case [w] = 1. Then A1;1 is nonzero; in
fact we already know that A1;1 =AU . It turns out that all other components with & =1
is zero.
Lemma 12. A1;& =0 for all & =1.
Proof. By Lemma 11, A1;& is a subbimodule of F(M ($); M (&$)). Suppose x∈A1;& is
nonzero. By Lemma 10, there exists an injective map > :A1;& → F(M (&$); M ($)) such
that x2 = >(x) ◦ x. Recall that L& is used to denote the one-dimensional U module with
highest weight &. Then F(M (&$); M ($)) is isomorphic to L& ⊗ F(M (&$); M (&$))=
L& ⊗ AU , which in turn is isomorphic to F(M ($); M (&$)). This bimodule has a unique
irreducible subbimodule, so > is determined up to scalar multiple. Tracing through the
isomorphisms, we see that if x is identi;ed with 1⊗u (where 1 is a canonical generator
of L& and u is in AU ), then x2 is a scalar multiple of u2. Thus there exists an element
u1 ∈AU such that x2 = u21. This implies (x − u1)(x + u1)= 0, where neither factor is
zero, contradicting the complete primality of A. We conclude that x=0.
We now let [w] be an arbitrary element of QW . The lemma above is enough to force
all A[w];& to be zero except possibly for one value of &.
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Lemma 13. Suppose A[w];& =0. Then A[w];&′ =0 for all &′ = &.
Proof. By complete primality, An[w];& ⊆ A[w]n;&n is nonzero for all values of n. Since
QW is ;nite, we have either A[w]−1 ;& =0 or A[w]−1 ;1 =0 depending on whether the
order of [w] is even or odd. If A[w]−1 ;& =0, then A[w];&′A[w]−1 ;& ⊆ A1;&&′ =0 by the
previous lemma, which implies that A[w];&′ =0. On the other hand, if A[w]−1 ;1 =0, then
A[w];&A[w]−1 ;1 ⊆ A1;&, which forces &=1. Then for any &′ =1 we have A[w];&′A[w]−1 ;1 ⊆
A1;&′ =0, which again implies that A[w];&′ =0.
The lemma allows us to conclude that the pieces A[w];& of our Dixmier algebra A
are mostly zero. In particular, we do not need two set of indices to describe them; QW
su>ces as the index set. Putting together our results, we have the following description
of our algebras.
Theorem 14. Suppose A is a completely prime Dixmier algebra containing F(U )=I($).
Then
• A=∑[w]∈ QW A[w]; where A[w] is a Harish–Chandra subbimodule of A;
• A[w]A[w]′ ⊆ A[ww′];
• A1 =F(M ($); M ($));
• A[w] is a subbimodule of F(M ($); M (&[w]$[w])), where $[w] is a dominant weight
in Tw:$ and &[w] is an element of S.
Furthermore; if we write A[w] =F(($); M[w]); then A is a subalgebra of F(M;M);
where M =
∑
M[w].
Proof. Only the last part remains to be proven, and it follows immediately from Lemma
10, with A1 =A2 =A3 =A.
4. Constructing Dixmier algebras
In this section we will construct completely prime Dixmier algebras out of the pieces
identi;ed in Theorem 14. More precisely, let $ be a ;xed element of T∧. (Recall we
are assuming that $ is semi-classical.) We will construct a Dixmier algebra out of
F(M ($); M (&$[w])) as identi;ed in Theorem 14. The theorem then implies that all
other completely prime Dixmier algebras containing F(U )=I($) are subalgebras of the
one we will construct.
First we consider the case where QW is cyclic, say of order n. We can identify QW
with Zn. Choose a generator [w] of QW (which we identify with the integer 1 in Zn).
Write $i for the weights &[w]i$[w]i identi;ed in Theorem 14. Note that if $1 = &$q,
then &[w]i is completely determined by the requirement that QW serve as a grading group.
For example, we must have &n =1 because $0 has to be $. Thus if n is odd, then we
have to choose &[w] so that &=1. On the other hand, if n is even, then we are free to
choose &[w].
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Write Mi =M ($i). Each Mi is a projective Verma module. By the quantum ver-
sion of the translation principle (see [1, Chapter 2]), F(Mi;Mi+k) is isomorphic to
F(Mj;Mj+k) (where the sum is taken in Zn). De;ne M to be the direct sum
∑
Mi.
Our aim is to construct a Dixmier algebra which is isomorphic to F(M0; M) as a
Harish–Chandra bimodule.
What we need to do, of course, is to ;gure out how to multiply two elements of
F(M0; M). We do this by extending elements of F(M0; M) so that they become maps
from M to M , not just maps from M0 to M . Then we use the existing multiplica-
tion in F(M;M). In other words, we will construct our algebra as a subalgebra of
F(M;M).
We do this in stages. First choose isomorphisms >1; i from F(M0; M1) to F(Mi;Mi+1),
with >1;0 being the identity. (These isomorphisms are unique up to scalar, so we
actually do not have a large number of choices.) Given x∈F(M0; M1), de;ne its
extension Qx∈F(M;M) as follows: Qx acts as >1; i(x) on Mi. Thus Qx sends Mi to Mi+1.
We have not changed the bimodule structure: the set X of all Qx as x ranges over
F(M0; M1) forms a Harish–Chandra bimodule isomorphic to F(M0; M1) (and to any
F(Mi;Mi+1)).
Note that the restriction of Qx2 to M0 is an element of F(M0; M2). More precisely,
Qx2(M0)= (>1;1(x) ◦ x)(M0). Similarly, Qx2(Mi)= (>1; i+1(x) ◦ >1; i(x))(Mi). This allows us
to de;ne an isomorphism >2; i from F(M0; M2) to F(Mi;Mi+2): it is the one that
sends >1;1(x) ◦ (x) to >1; i+1(x) ◦ >1; i(x). (Since isomorphisms between F(M0; M2) and
F(Mi;Mi+2) are completely determined up to scalar, we only need to specify what >2; i
does to one element of F(M0; M2) in order to specify it completely.) Note that >2;0 is
the identity.
These isomorphisms allow us to extend any element y∈F(M0; M2) so that it be-
comes a map from M to M : de;ne Qy so that it acts as >2; i(y) on Mi. Note that this
is consistent with the previous extension: if x∈F(M0; M1), then y= >1;1(x) ◦ x is an
element of F(M0; M2), and Qx2 = Qy.
We continue this process, getting isomorphisms >k; i :F(M0; Mk)→ F(Mi;Mi+k), with
>k;0 being the identity. These isomorphisms can be used to extend any element of
F(M0; Mk) to an element of F(M;M) in a consistent manner.
The only potential trouble appears when k = n. In this case we get isomorphisms >n; i :
F(M0; M0) → F(Mi;Mi). But recall that F(Mi;Mi) is identi;ed with F(U )=I($). We
need to verify that if '∈F(M0; M0) is a map that corresponds to u∈F(U )=I($) (i.e.,
'(m)= um for all m∈M0), then >n; i(') is also the map in F(Mi;Mi) that corresponds
to u (i.e., >n; i(') takes mi ∈Mi to umi).
Unravelling the de;nitions, we ;nd that >n; i is the isomorphism that takes >1; n−1(x)◦
· · ·◦>1;1(x)◦x to >1; i−1(x)◦· · ·◦>1; i+1(x)◦>1; i(x), where x is an element of F(M0; M1).
We need to show that this isomorphism is well behaved as described above. To do
this, we only need to verify it for one value of x, since the isomorphism is determined
up to scalar. We will therefore choose x judiciously.
Recall that F(M0; M1) is a sum of ;nite-dimensional modules under the adjoint action
of U . Choose x so that it is a lowest weight vector, i.e., (adf	)(x)= 0 for all 	∈ .
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Writing out the adjoint action, we see that this implies f	x−t	xt−1	 f	 =0, which means
that x commutes with t−1	 f	. Similarly, >1; i(x) commutes with t
−1
	 f	.
Write F− for the subalgebra of U generated by the t−1	 f	. Let mi be highest weight
vectors of Mi. Since all t act as scalars on the weight vectors of Mi, we can write any
element of Mi as umi, where u is in F−. Since, >1; i(x) commutes with F−, the action
of >1; i(x) on Mi is completely determined by x(mi). Suppose now that >1; i(x) sends mi
to ui+1mi+1, with ui+1 ∈F−. Then >1; n−1(x) ◦ · · · ◦ >1;1(x) ◦ x sends m0 to u0 · · · u2u1m0
and >1; i−1(x) ◦ · · · ◦ >1; i+1(x) ◦ >1; i(x) sends mi to ui · · · ui+2ui+1mi. Thus, >n; i is the
automorphism of F(U )=I($) that sends u0 · · · u2u1 to ui · · · ui+2ui+1. But u0 · · · u2u1 is
a lowest weight vector, so it commutes with u1. Thus (u0 · · · u2u1)u1 = u1(u0 · · · u2u1);
eliminating u1 on the right-hand side gives us u0 · · · u2u1 = u1u0 · · · u3u2. Repeating this
procedure gives us u0 · · · u2u1 = ui · · · ui+2ui+1. We conclude that >n; i is the identity
isomorphism.
In conclusion, we can thus use the isomorphisms >k; i to extend elements of F(M0; M)
to elements of F(M;M) in a consistent manner. Multiplications in F(M;M) do not
produce any new elements: the subalgebra of F(M;M) generated by the extension of
F(M0; M) is still isomorphic to F(M0; M). We have thus successfully constructed a
Dixmier algebra from F(M0; M).
Now suppose the grading group is not cyclic: it is a direct product of cyclic groups.
Then we can construct a Dixmier algebra for each cyclic component, say A1; A2; : : : ; Ak .
The algebra A=A1 ⊗F(U ) A2 ⊗F(U ) · · · ⊗F(U ) Ak is graded by the original group, as is
easily checked.
Theorem 15. The algebras constructed above are completely prime.
Proof. This is done in the same manner as [5, Theorem 3:2], which ultimately
derives from [4, Theorem 3:2:5]. We only have to verify that our algebras are strongly
prime, i.e., the product of two nonzero subbimodules is also nonzero. For notational
simplicity we do this for the case where QW is cyclic; the general case is very much
the same. So suppose two nonzero subbimodules multiply to zero: we can assume the
two subbimodules are of the form F(M0; M ′i ) and F(M0; M
′
j ), where M
′
i and M
′
j are
submodules of Mi and Mj, respectively. The construction of the multiplication implies
that F(M0; Mi) must inject into F(Mj=M ′j ; Mi+j), but the latter bimodule is zero because
(Mj=M ′j ) has smaller Gelfand–Kirillov dimension than the irreducible module in Mi+j.
(For this result see [3, Lemma 8:2:5].) Thus our algebra is indeed strongly prime, and
hence completely prime.
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